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Abstract

One of the key components of a time of flight (TOF) spectrometer is the detection

system. In addition to high timing resolution, accurate 2-dimensional imaging

substantially broadens the areas of applications of TOF spectrometers; for example, add a

new dimension to angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARpES).

In this paper we report on the recent developments of a high spatial (<50 pm) and timing

(<130 ps) resolution imaging system capable of selective detection of electrons, ions

and/or photons. Relative to our previously reported results, we have substantially

improved the counting rate capabilities of the system especially for cases where the

energy range of interest represents a small fraction of the incoming flux at the detector
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plane. The new system ignores all the events outside of a tunable time window

substantially decreasing the dead time required for the event processing. That allows high

resolution TOF measurements within a given energy or momentum range and also can be

used for distinguishing (or disabling) detection of photons versus detection of charged

particles. The cotrnting rate within a given energy window can be as high as -400 Kllz at

l0% dead time.

The electron detection system reported in the paper was developed for the TOF ARPES

experiments at the Advanced Light Source, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
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1. lntroduction

New experimental techniques developed over last decade enable studies of correlated

interplay between atomic and electronic structure in complex materials such as high

temperature superconductors, manganites and many others. Some exotic phenomena in

those materials arise from the strong interaction between charge, spin, orbital and

vibrational degrees of freedom. The anisotropic nature of these interactions demands very

accurate measurements of electron momentum, in addition to high spectral resolution.

Currently a widely used technique for the investigation of static electronic properties of



strongly correlated systems is high resolution angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy

(ARPES) []. However, most ARPES experiments only allow studies of static

phenomena as they have either relatively poor energy or poor angular resolution. A new

system developed at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, which has both high energy and

high momentum resolution, should allow studies of dynamic phenomena [2]. One of the

key elements of this system is a high resolution detector capable of registering both XY

position (converted into 2D momentum) and timing, T (used to calculate the energy), of

photoelectrons arriving at the detection plane [3]. In this paper we describe the

performance of our current detection system and optimization of its counting rate

capabilities with respect to the signal of interest.

2.Detection system

Our event counting detection system is capable of measuring simultaneously the 2D

position of an incoming electron/photon/ion and the timing of its arrival at the detector

plane. At the front of the detector is a90Yo transmissive mesh, the potential of which can

be varied allowing for selective detection of positively or negatively charged particles. A

stack of microchannel plates positioned -lmm behind the input mesh is used for the

electron amplification with factor of 106-107. The amplified signal is finally collected by

a cross delay line (XDL) readout, the output of which is capacitively coupled to

associated electronics for encoding of the 2D position of an event and its timing. Each

event requires -0.6 p.s to process, resulting in l0o/o dead time at an input rate of -0.4

MHz. The detector active area is 25 mm in diameter. A more detailed description of this

particular detector and MCP detection technology in general can be found in references

t3l-t71.



Fig. 1 shows an image obtained with our detection system under full field UV

illumination, while Fig.2 shows an image obtained with electrons from an electron gun

and a cross section through it. The spatial resolution of the detection system was

measured to be better than 50 pm FWHM with timing accuracy better than 130 ps

FWHM [3]. The linearity of the timing channel is shown in Fig. 3, where the distance

between each consecutive peak is very close to the ideal 10 ns value. Spatial and

temporal information for each detected event allows dynamic imaging (in particular in

momentum space) for a given energy range/ranges, as demonstrated by our first

experimental evaluation of the system at a synchrotron beam [3].

3. Optimization of counting rate capabilities

Most event-counting detection systems are impaired by a dead time - time required for

processing of an individual event. That drawback becomes debilitating for the

experiments where unwanted signals dominate the incoming flux (e.g., a bright prompt

photon peak from a synchrotron beam versus a weak delayed photoemission or

photoelectron flux). In this case the effective count rate (number of useful events per

second) may become very small and a long data acquisition will be necessary in order to

obtain reasonable statistics. The ideal detection system would completely ignore the

unwanted events and process only those of interest.

We optimized our detection system and implemented an "enableo' signal, which

determines which events are to be processed. The selection of useful events can be done

both by an energy range (acceptable time of flight) or by allowed momentum space



(position on the detector). Fig. 4 illustrates an example of input enabled by the gate

(channel 2, active low). All the events outside of the enable gate are ignored and do not

trigger the data acquisition system. This is much more efficient than the previously used

scheme of post-detection software elimination of unwanted signals, in which the detector

had to process an event before making a decision. An example of an experiment where

our optimization can be very useful is shown in Fig. 5. This timing histogram has two

photon peaks: a prompt photon peak from a synchrotron beam and a 50 ns delayed

photon peak comprising only -5Yo of total incoming flux. In that case disabling all the

time delays outside of the range of interest (measured from the synchrotron trigger)

allows an improvement in operational efficiency of up to 20 times, substantially

decreasing data acquisition time. With this optimization our detection system can operate

at -0.4 MHz counting rates for a specific range of incoming energies (TOF) or angles

(event position).
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5. Figure captions

Fig. 1. A full field illumination image obtained with UV photons from a mercury vapor penray lamp. A

shadow of the input mesh is seen on the image. The detector modal gain was -6x106.

Fig. 2. (a) An image of a beam of electrons emitted by a gun with short duration pulses (-100 ps). The

shadow of the input mesh with 25 p"m wires on 250 pm centers is seen on the image. (b) Cross section

through the image indicating that detector spatial resolution is better than 50 pm FWHM.

Fig. 3. A time histogram of detected photoelectron events illustrating the linearity of timing resolution.

Laser driven photoelectron source operated at a 100 MHz rate producing photoelectrons at time bins

separated by l0 ns.

Fig. 4. A snapshot ofthe scope showing photon signals (channel l) and enable gate (channel 2). The events

outside of the gate-enabled timing (shaded area) are ignored by the processing electronics, which is

triggered only on the events within the given -15 ns timing range. The detector dead time is greatly

reduced for the experiments where the signal of interest constitutes only a small fraction of total flux at the

detector plane.

Fig. 5. Time histogram of detected photon events. Note the logarithmic scale on the y-axis. The signal of

interest (only 5%o of total flux) is the second peak delayed by -50 ns relative to the dominant prompt

photons. Disabling all the events in the shaded area by gating the detector substantially improves the

detection efficiency for the useful signal.
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Fig. 5
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